The best place is the Moore County Fair.

The Ferris wheel, the cotton candy, the rides, and the huge workhorses are all things that I like about it. The farm animals are all over the place. The best ones win ribbons. The blue ribbon is the highest honor.

The best part is the annual square dancing contest. People have been doing this for years. Everyone looks forward to it.

You might think the state fair is more exciting. It has a bigger midway. It has a much bigger parking lot because of all the people. I don’t think so, however.

You might think that someone my age might not be too interested in square dancing, but you’re wrong. The square dancing contest is amazing to watch. The women have sewed fancy skirts that swirl around as they dance. Some of the men wear patchwork shirts. The caller can call out all the moves and yodel too. I couldn’t do that! It takes a lot of practice.

Sometimes I eat too much candy and ice cream at the Moore County Fair. That is the big danger.

I still have never caught a greased pig.